
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE MEDIA AND FOREIGN POLICY

The media and foreign policy. ALEXANDER CRAIG. The conduct of international relations is greatly influence how
relationships between countries are.

The "technological conveniences" that news ICT's bring constitute a threat to quality journalism, since "All
too often, information is confused with understanding, and high technology with journalism, so fascinated are
the people by the vehicle rather than the purpose". New York: Basic Books. Consequently, the overwhelming
outcry induced by the first incident led to stronger and more direct governmental responses [12]. However, it
is likely that the media have the potential to lead towards the modification of the policies being conducted
regarding the events covered. Mearsheimer, J. Conclusion To summarize the theory, the foreign policy
decision-making process takes place within an environment partly created by the media. This suggests that the
government is looking to attain the consent of the people for its actions in order to remain in power. Based on
this, the articulation of foreign policy within a media-governed environment should be done in such a way that
the motives of the acting state should appeal not only to international law, but also to international civil
society, thus acquiring consent for the intended actions. The capability of keeping the situation in secret kept
foreign policy makers from dealing with "public hysteria" Livingston, or media pressures. Srivastava, S.
Furthermore, Washington constitutes a place "where newsworthy information is made public everyday". The
liberal school of thought offers further insight into the importance of media for the contemporary foreign
policy makers [9]. Consequently, it is understandable that news blasts potentially have the power to impact on
markets, creating herding tendencies. However, the quality of the coverage, and by this we mean the way
reports are fashioned, is also subject of external determinants. At this stage the media serve as a source, part of
the input environment of the decision-making process, supplying leaders with information and data. Nye
establishes three categories in the hierarchy of risks to U. In short, what researchers have found the CNN
effect to be is the ability of the media to function as accelerants, impediments or agenda-setters. A more
moderate approach to this is put forward by the pluralist model, according to which media are mere cables of
the will of the electorate. Fialka, J. The main conclusion of this paper is that news media and foreign policy
making process influence one another, sometimes directly, others indirectly. Bias against peaceful news is
noted. Nye, J. In the post-Cold War world, however, those interests are not clearly defined, in consequence,
policies are difficult to determine. Introduction This essay offers an analysis of the effect that modern media
have on the formation and exercise of foreign policy. Despite the influence of media over policy makers,
Gowing ; 83 notes that media reports "shape the policy agenda, but do not dictate responses. This rigidity of
military interaction is mainly based on the theory of Mutual Assured Destruction and the prohibiting expense
of a full scale conflict between great power states [2]. Nye argues that policy making is more difficult today
because of power complexities; he conceives power as a three- dimensional chessboard: the first dimension is
the military and it is unipolar, with the USA on top of the world; the second dimension is the economic, which
is multipolar, with the USA, Europe and Japan having the biggest shares; the third dimension is that of
transnational relations, with a dispersed structure of power. On the other hand, the manufacturing consent
theory implies some obscurity, even conspiracy behind the relationship between policy makers and the media.
Under this spectrum, the first and foremost goal of the sovereign is the continuation of its existence. Yet, the
media can also become a "force multiplier", a "method of sending signals" to the opponent  Bearing in mind
the above, we conclude that the salience that media may give or not give to certain topics can influence the
importance that the topic has for the government, thus increasing its priority in terms of national security. The
"A" list constituted by threats to American survival like the one the Soviet Union represented ; the "B" list,
constituted by imminent threats to U. This information is processed through various image components and
than the policy or decision- formulating process is set in motion. According to Axelrod in repetitive games,
the actors have more incentives to cooperate, rather than following a Nash equilibrium strategy leading to
always defecting, thus reaching maximum long-run pay-off Axelrod  Both these theories are in clear
confrontation, and they invalidate each other. This paper will start by analyzing foreign coverage and foreign
policy making. Power concentration varies according to the dimension of concern, yet one dimension has
repercussions on the other. Massachusetts: The Joan Shorenstein Center.


